Broderie sur canevas

Canvas, an antique art now renewed in this book about embroideries. The materials and modern supports allow a decoration which will make your works really personal. Vegetal, animal, geometrical decorations but also thousands more motifs.

Author: Auteur: Nadège Richier

63 pages.

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Mini marionnettes en peluche : Les amis de Jean de La Fontaine

Modello: LIBFR-9782841677030

Mini-marionnettes en peluche : Les amis de Jean de La Fontaine
A bit of padding, some chenille threads and some cuts of felt, mobile plastic eyes and a lot of imagination to create these 24 soft toys. All animals simple and quick to make, thanks to the pictures and instructions (natural size). These little toys, inspired by the stories of Jean de La Fontaine, will accompany you everywhere and they could be nice gifts like magnets, keyrings, puppets etc.

Author: Cendrine Armani.
33 pages.

Price: € 7.90 (incl. VAT)
Pâques en feutrine

Author: Cendrine Armani.
35 pages.

Price: € 7.90 (incl. VAT)

Felt is a warm and pleasant material to work. You will easily make, thanks to simple instructions, several photos, and natural size patterns, 22 little subjects and unique objects (chickens, rabbits, eggs, bells...) in a cheap and original way. Fundamental to celebrate Easter but also very good for gifts (keyrings, magnets, bags etc.)

Modello: LIBFR-9782841677023
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At least for once in our lives, we have all tried to craft a perfect box on our own, following our own plans and aims. Small, large, rectangular, square, round or with even more original shapes: a whole lot of crafted boxes and cases to be discovered, through these 30 projects. You’re going to find them easy to craft, thanks to the patterns and the detailed explanations provided for each model. Let your fantasy be free and create your own projects!

By Sophie Houpeurt-Mollaret.

96 pages

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Yo-yos à gogo : Bijoux & accessoires

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841678068

Yo-yos à gogo : Bijoux & accessoires
Cendrine shows you how to create more than 55 fashionable and decorative accessories starting from little pieces of ruffled fabric, made with simple plastic shapes called « yo-yos ». Discover this quick, fun and easy technique, thanks to step by step pictures and precious advices by the author.
Author: Cendrine Armani
34 pages in french.

Price: € 8.00 (incl. VAT)
Un monde de fripouilles : Accessoires en tissu et motifs peints

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841678082

Un monde de fripouilles : Accessoires en tissu et motifs peints
Enter this colorful world ... Fishes, owls, robots, dollies and other little creatures are to entertain you in this swirl of fabric, felt, beads, ribbons, buttons and paint ... Create your own dolls, pins, keychains, pillows, bookmarks, clutches ... go wild!
By Sandrine Giraud
64 pages in French

Price: € 15.50 (incl. VAT)
Couture créative

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841677764

Couture douceur en relief
Enter a world full of softness! If you love to handle, assemble and mix materials: white cotton, lining, polyester cotton and printed cotton ... get into embossed sewing!
Blankets, pillows, plenty of bags, hats, baby slippers ...
Softness, cotton and tenderness. All designs are explained and illustrated with a full-size picture.
Author: Cécile Rebord-Graptin
63 pages.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
Crochet petits accessoires de mode projets faciles - Coffret cré

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9781771320368

Coffret créatif crochet petits accessoires de mode
Crochet - Petits accessoires de mode will be a useful
guide to easily enter the ample world of crochet. Whether
you are a a beginner or an expert, you will find your
happiness with this work. All the techniques are illustrated
with pictures or charts and are clearly explained by the
author. Once you have learned the basics, you will be
able to let your imagination run free and create pretty
accessories for yourself or for your family and friends. The box
contains:
- instruction manual
- 3 balls of crochet yarn (20g each)
- 3 crochet hooks (N° 2,5 - N° 4 et N° 8)
- 3 needles
- 1 zipper (10cm long)
- 1 clip with magnet
Author: Cendrine Armani.
40 pages in French.

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Chaussettes marionnettes faciles à réaliser - Coffret créatif

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9781771320399

Coffret créatif chaussettes marionnettes

Let's make sock puppets! Go on a search for your lone socks and let your imagination go! This book is full of funny ideas that will allow you to transform your socks into colorful characters. You will after that able to put together your puppet show and make your stories live! The box contains:

- instruction manual
- 3 socks in varied patterns
- 3 grey cardboard disks
- 6 drawstrings
- 3 wool skeins (3g each)
- 6 felt squares
- 20 moving eyes
- 3 feather garnements (12 cm long)
- 12 chenille sticks in varied colors
- 20 pompons in varied sizes and colors
- 20 sequins in varied colors

Author: Cendrine Armani.
40 pages.

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Déco & sacs en fils recyclés : Crochet et tricot

Coming from the recycling of remainders, the threads of the Hoooked selection will allow you to quickly and simply create all kinds of accessories: bags, rugs, pillows, etc. More than 20 original designs are presented throughout this work, so to reply to the growing curiosity of people for this equitable and recycled thread.

Author: Stéphanie Pavard
72 pages in French.

Price: € 15.50 (incl. VAT)
La dentelle de Venise contemporaine

Venice needle lace is characterized by its beauty and finesse. Today just a few Venetian crafters preserve this fascinating know-how. Full of the teachings that she has followed from them, Myriam presents this ancient tradition that needs very few means. Traditionally of an immaculate white, the Venice lace now applies itself to all kinds of colorful variations thanks to the contemporary materials here selected.

Author: Myriam Benamor
96 pages in French.

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux précieux au crochet

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841678549

Bijoux précieux au crochet
Enter a felted and aerial world ... Cendrine Armani has imagined classy jewellery for this book, with a Baroque inspiration: precious materials, pearls and stones mix together to create necklaces, earrings and bracelets. Discover 20 sets with delicate color selections, strong contrasts and crocheted patterns for a very refined result. Textile becomes a precious jewel ...
72 pages in French.

Price: € 15.50 (incl. VAT)
Crochet : La nouvelle encyclopédie technique

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841678730

Crochet : La nouvelle encyclopédie technique
A visual and complete guide of all the crochet techniques, ideal for beginners and experts too. Learn to crochet simple stitches as well as more structured and difficult ones. This update of the best-seller L' encyclopédie des techniques du crochet includes examples for each technique, a section with all the designs to create to test your know-how and a gallery with all the clothes and accessories that will surely inspire you.

Author: Jan Eaton
160 pages in French.

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
**Tricot : La nouvelle encyclopédie technique**

**da: Editions Didier Carpentier**

*Modello: LIBFR-9782841678723*

**Tricot : La nouvelle encyclopédie technique**

A visual and complete guide to the techniques of knitting, ideal for beginners as well as experts. A demystification of the art of knitting with clear instructions and pictures as well as practical tricks. This updated edition of the best-seller L’encyclopédie des techniques du tricot is full of ideas, inspirations and technical advices that will help you achieve great results.

Authors: Lesley Stanfield, Melody Griffiths

144 pages in French.

**Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)**
Bijoux en élastiques : Rainbow Loom

• Crate your own jewellery with colorful elastic bands.
• Discover many designs and customise them.
• Share and exchange your creations with your friends.

• A new creative game that everyone is talking about.
• A material that you can easily find everywhere, toy stores, internet ...
• QR codes that will refer to tutorials will help you create your very first bracelets.

Author: Delphine Glachant
48 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Créatures et bijoux en élastiques : Rainbow Loom

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841679256

• Create your own jewelry with colorful rubber bands.
• Discover new weavings that will allow you to create bracelets, rings, turtles, rabbits and more.
• Learn how to use the Monster Tail™ to craft circular bracelets.

This work proposes unseen designs for jewelry, characters, accessories ...

Author: Delphine Glachant
48 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Petites décorations de Noël

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841679034

Give a unique touch to your Christmas decorations with these 12 creations in felt by Cath Kidston. All the necessary materials are included. Each design comes with step by step illustrations. Whatever your age or level, you can easily prepare an original Christmas! Included in the kit is: felt in 6 different colors, mini pompons, string.

Author: Cath Kidston

Text in French

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
Chaussons avec Semelles a Coudre

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841679249

ZAK, knitter and protagonist of the famous blog ZAK A DIT has prepared a range of easy and quick-to-make slippers.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets années folles

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841679461

35 original bracelets inspired by the Roaring Twenties.
48 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Badges ! / 101 idées custo ET déco pour tous

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841678334

Martine Marty, Isabelle Schwartz.
More than 200 years ago, the very first badge was born, on the day of George Washington's election commemoration!
Since then, this little thing has been up to all sorts of things.
Round, squared, rectangular or oval, big or small, it can be fixed on anything. Fabric, paper, leather ... nothing scares it!
Discover this new fun craft, succumb to "Badge Mania".
Carpentier Editions, 47 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
On adore les câlinous

da: Editions Didier Carpentier

Modello: LIBFR-9782841679270

Once you'll enter this world, these loyal friends will never let you go. Charlotte the hedgehog, Betty the polar bear and Câlinou, the cutest dog of all; characters to sew and to fall in love with.

In this book you will surely find your favorite friend and you don't even need a sewing machine to make them.

Text in French.

Price: € 10.05 (incl. VAT)